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The electromagnetic separator of high-energy particles at the 

Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, which is bzsed on the principle 

of high-frequency separation of particles according to their masses, 

incorporates a systemeof multiple acceleration of protons at the 

frequency fp = 149, 550 MC/S. This principle was put forwzrd in 

1-957 by Veks:ler and Petukhov I,4 . 
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The multiple acceleration system ensures the capture of protons 

accelerated to maximum energy into the acceleration Process at a 

m:i3.t-i-p1e i'requency (muItipiicity factor q = 104) and the particles 

continue to be accelerated at this frequency for 15-20 usec. A 

Periodic train of short bunches of secondary particles, which are 

necessary for the separation of the beam by the high-frequency 

deflector, is formed during the subsequent interaction of the cap- 

tured beam with ,the target. 

2. Block d i a g.r am and chief parameters 
of the apparatus 

One of the chief parameters of the multiple acceleration system 

(and of the electrodynamic separator as a whole) is the working 

frequency f D 
P 

Prom the point of view of the overail length of the 

separator and of the dimensions of the high-frequency devices, the 

j‘requency f F should be as high as possible, On the other hand, an 

increase in f 
P 

, and consequently, in the multiplicity factor 9, is 

associated vith an increase in the resonator slit voltage U 
P 

which 

1s necessary to achieve the rC;quired capture factor, Moreover, the 
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maximum value of f 
P 

is restricted by the aperture of the 

proton synchrotron chamber (2000 x 500 mm"), The working wave- 

length A 
P 

must be greater than the critical value for the 

fundamental mode E11 excited by the resonators in the chamber0 

The critical wavelength for the El1 mode is A CT 1 = 1 m, iiowever , 

owing to the very slight geometric asymmetry in the construction 

of the resonator, the lowest H 
01 

mode can be excited in the chamber 

as a result of manufacturing faults, deformation durjng the running 

of the machine, etc, The critical wavelength for this mode is Xcr *= 4 m. 

1-t foliows that, to prevent the entry of high-frequency power into the 

c'namber , we must ensure that >, 3 ;Z 
P cr 2" The working waveierlgth wa8 

theref'o.re chosen to be ' 
% 

= 2 m, The decisive factor turned out to 

be the total leng-th of the separator0 It is important to note, however, 

that the condition hp < her 2 gave rise to additional difficulties 

connected vith the necessity of suppre ssing radihtion in -the B 01 mode, 

In order to obtain a high enough proton capture l‘ector (a *y 0,7) 

for the multiple acceleration process at the chosen working frequency, 

the resultant amplitude of the acr:<-:leratinE; voltage jn the resonators 
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must be IJ " 250 kv. P 
This amplitude was determined from curve 

l-3 
1 in Figure 2, which in turn was calculated for a 10 Gev proton beam 

with an energy spread of 2 2,8 Mev and a multiplicity q = 1040 It 

is evident from this curve that an appreciable increase in u with 

increasing U 
P 

occurs only up to vaiues of 0 in the range 0.65 - 0,75. 

The proton-capture efficiency depends also on the precision 

with which the variable accelernting frequency of the proton synchrotron 

fW at; the beginning of the multiple acceleration process corres- 

ponds to the multi.pie value f Iq, i.e. the accuracy wi_.th which the 

condition 

I. ‘6 .A!.-. 9 o> 
is satisfied. %'or -the maximum amplitude of radial-phase oscillations 

of protons at the end of the acceleration cycle pA = + 2.1 cm (ref. ?j, 

which corj'esponds to a frequency deviation Aflp = + 900 c/s, the 

maximum permissible error in f lq at the instant when the muiti.ple 

acceieretion system is switched on must be 
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A block diagram of the multiple acceleration system is shown 

in Figure 1, The system 5.s operated with the aid of the Srequency 

comparison circuit I, The blanking circuit 2 prevents further 

operation of the system while the magnetic field of the accelerator 

is falling. The pulse modulator is used to shape the high-voltage 

pulses Teaching the anodes of -the generator tubes. The two Sinal 

stages of the high-frequency gene.rators 11, 12 supply the resonators 

16, 17 independently through rigid coaxial feeders. Phasing of the 

res,;!iator voltage is achieved by the phase-shifter l.3, whi.ch is 

capable of varying the phase cantinuously bei;ween 0 and 180°, Re- 

flectometers 14, 15 are used to control the matching and the power 

level. fed into the I*::sonatnr, 

30 Description of the apparatus 

Each of the tv~o resonators takes the form of a quarter-wave 

section of a conxial line with a rectangular! transverse cross-section0 

The areas of the external. and in teynal condcctors are 4.95 x 1750 and 

510 x 1565 mm2 respectively, The total length of the resonator 
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without the screens is 505 mm. With the scmens (used for shield- 

ing purposesj, the le~igth is 1360 mm. The intrinsic L+factor is 

(4 - 5000, the shunt resistance is Rsh = 40 kohm, and the power 
0 

fed into each resonator is 1' -' 150 kw. Resonance high-frequency 

discharge is prevented by a set of electrodes, suitably arranged 

inside .the resonator and maintained at -2 kv. The resonator H 
01 

mode, which is excited as a resuit of slight asy:;,metsy in the system, 

is suppressed by adjusting the reson:itor after insertion into the 

chamber, 

The high- frequency generators (Figure 3) consist of five power 

generators with independent excitation in coaxial line sections, The 

first generator is based on the GlJ-37B tube and the remaining four 

on GI-24A, A schematic diagram of one of ,the generators based on 

GI-24A is shown in Figure 4. The anode line of generator 5 has a length 

of 3q40 The anode bLockiq capacitance 3 is located on the internal 

conducto-c of the li.ne at a current node. Theaode circuit is tuned 

by means of the shorting plunger 6 which is operated by raemote control 

through the lead To The cathode circuit is tuned with the ;Lid of the 
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capacitive stub 10. A power of Pin = 500 w is fed i.nto the input 

of the generators, It: is derived from a three-stage preamplifier 

(Figure 5) which is located in a separlate stand (Figure 31, The 

pfeamplifier incorporates the 6N3P (L l), C'U-32 (L2), and GU-29 (L3) 

tubes, The circuits of the last two stages (L4, L 5' L6v L7) are 

made in the form of two-conductor lines. The circuits of the first 

stage (L1$ L2, and L-) consist of elements 
3 

with lumped parameters. 

A power of Pin = 0.5 w is fed into the preamplifier from a quartz- 

stabilized master generator, 

The pulse modulator (Figures 6 and 7) hils the follow-ing parameters: 

pow!'r pez‘ pulse Ptl = 1 Mw, pulse length ru = 15-20 Gsec, '$ = 450, 

rise time r 
'pl 

= 1,5 psec, decay ti.me 
5432 

= 2 jlsec, slope at maximum 

6 = 15$Q The modulator is based on CI-18B tubes in a circuit; involving 

p:,rtial discharge of capacitance, The circuit was selected so as to 

obtain maximum flexibility in the parameters of the output pulse from 

the modulator and lack of sensitivity to the load (generators) whose 

resist::nce may va-ry considerably during detuning or breckdown in the 

r c s 0 I1 a t 0 r s D Th($ char;,cterictics of the GT-18'13, CI-2&l, GU-37B, anci 



GSI-2'3 tubes, and the other devices em 1 SF 

lengths oi' less than 1000 +sec, but existixg d.ats 5.6 show that they 

can be used for lengths up to 50 !~sec without substantial deteriora- 

tion in the parameters. The last (Lz, L3, and L 4 ) and the penultimate 

(L1) modulator stages were in the form of cathode loaded pulse ampli- 

fiers in order to obtain positive polarities, The design of a pulse 

transformer capable of handling 1 Mw for pulse lengths of 15-20 psec 

presented considerable difficulties, and they were therei'ore not 

used in the final stages of the modulator. The pulse transformer 

Tr.1 was used only at the input of L1 where the power level is 

1.5 kw. The main parameters of this transformer are as follows: 

Cross-section of iron core S = 72 cm2, number of primary turns 

5 = ;3500, number of secondary turns W 2 ; 2000 ; the layers of 

the secondary lie between layers of the primary. Since the secondary 

of Tr.1. was at the full output voltai;,e of the modulator, the para- 

sitic capacitance between the transformer coils gave rise to feed- 

b6ck and hence to a deterioration in the rise times of the modulator 

pulse. To check thiu, the cathodes of the final tubes (L2? L 3' T and LA) 



filter operating a t 100 kc/s, a high ly stabilized heterodyne with 

f2 = 1533-1540 kc/s (stability lo'?), and a mixer. The input of the 

mixer receives the variable frequency of the proton synchrotron, f I.(tj * 
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were grounded (modulator with a negative polarity of the output pulse). 

The rise time of the modulator pulse was then only 0.1 ilsec, which 

conr^irms the above assumption. The rectifiers (-200 v, + 6 kv and 

-600 v) and the secondaries of transformers Tr.1. Tr.2, Tr.3, Tr.4, 

and Tr.i) were at the full output modulator voltage, The capacitors 

Cl., C2, and CT consisted of type IX-~/100 elements. 

The frequency comparison system 1 (Figure 1) consists of a quartz 

and the heterodyne frequency fr . The mixer produces the difi‘erence 

f i" - f:(t) which is fed into the quartz filter. The heterodyne 

frequency is set accurately at 100 c/s above flq = 1438 kc/s. The 

frequency comparison circuit then produces a pulse when the condition 

given by equation (1) is precisely satisfied. The accuracy of the 

system was found experimentally to be Aflq = 'r 30 c/s. The fre- 

quericy comparison-circuit ,triggers a four-channel fantastron delay 

system which is used to synchronize the remaining parts of' the 
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separator. The fundamental accelerating frequency is suppressed 

with a delay of 2 llsec in order to prevent any change in the proton 

beam while the high-frequency voltage reaches a steady state. The 

operation of the entire system is controlled from a central control 

desk (Figure 8). 

4. Experimental results 

Experiments were carried out on the capture of accelerated protons 

into the multiple acceleration process with q = 104 at proton energy 

of 10 GeV. One resonator was employed wi,th the slit voltage (all;plitude) 

varied between 20 - 70 kv. The capture into the multiple accelera- 

tion process was recorded by inductive electrodes (for more details 

about the proton capture recording, see ref. 3). The experimental 

dependence of the proton-capture factor CJ on the resonator slit 

voltage U 
P 

is shown by curve 3 of Figure 2, which is not too different 

from the calculated result (curve 1). Curve 2 shows the results ob- 

thined in experiments involving a recently developed system for sup- 

pressing synchrotron oscillations. In this case, the energy spread 

of the accelerated beam was smaller than previously2 (" 1.7 M@v 
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instead of f 2.6 Mev). It was therefore possible to obtain the 

required capture factor u 2: 0.7 with a resonator slit voltage 

u P = 70 kv instead of the 250 kv required before, 

Figure 9 shows the Proton-capture factor u as a function of 

the precision with which condition (1) was obeyed for a beam spread 

of CL.7 Mev. It is evident from the figure that a departure of the 

frequency from the optimum value by 200 c/s gives rise to a reduction 

in CT from 0.60 to 0.50, i.e. by 2C$. This confirms that the 

tolerance Afa = 2100 c/s, which we have chosen for the frequency 
a. 

comparison circuit, was satisfactory, 

The phase characteristics of the system were investigated since 

the phase matching to the separator reflecting system should be 

Arp ,c +,lO". When the generator anode voltage is increased from 2.5 

to 7 kv (corresponding to 70 kv on the resonator slit), the phase 

of the resonator slit voltage changes by 17' (at the beginning, this 

amounted to 'j" per kv anrl, at 7 kv, the rate of change was 1.5' per kvj. 

This phase change is due to a change in the generator cut-off' angle 

and presents no particular difficulties sj.Iice the system normally 
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operates at ‘7 kv. Moreover, a change in the p’nase was noted as the 

resonator warmed up during the operation, This change was of the 

order of 25’ and occurred during the first two hours of operation. 

No changes in the phase were observed tk reaf’ter. Since the design 

of the resonator is such that water cooling with thermostated water 

cannot be employed, the necessary phase stability was achieved by a 

preliminary warm-up period of about two hours. 

A study was made of the captured-beam energy spread due to the 

fact that the synchronization of the multiple acceleration system 

was achieved relative to the accelerating voltage of the proton syn- 

chrotron rather than relative to the mtignctic field. The required 

energy spread in the captured beam (t 0.5%) was observed only in f3@$ 

of ali cases. In the remaining 2% of the cases it amounted to 

‘, 1.5%. It was therefore subsequently assumed that, at the end of 

the acceleration cycle, the proton synchrotron goes over into an 

acceleration state at constant frequency 
flq 

= 1436.1 kc/s, and 

the synchronization of the multiple acceleration system was achieved 

relative to the magnetic field, This ensured an energy spread in 



the captured beam of less than 2 0.3so 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the apparatus 

1’ - accel.erator frequency 
2 - blanking circuit 
Zl i - heterodyne frequency 

3 I** - synchronizer 

5 - premodulator 

7 - 12 kv rectifier 
8' - pulse modulator 

9 - preamplifier 

‘1(t) 

f2 

11 - high-frequency generator IV 
12' - HF generator block 
3.4 - reflectometer I 
16 - resonator I 

1 - frequency comparison system 

3 - delay block 
3" - triggering pu 

parts of the 

4 - pulse shaper 
6 - modulator 

.!.sc for other 
separator 

8 - capacitor bank 
8" - from master generator 

10 - high-frequency generators 
1, II, III 

12 - high-frequency generlator V 
13 - phase shifter 
15 - refiectometer 11 
17 - resonator II 



Figure 2: 

Dependence of the 
proton-capture factor 

u on the resonator slit 

voltage U . Proton 
P 

energy 10 GeV, muiti- 

plicity q = 3.04, 
multiple acceleration 
frequency fp = l.49,550 

M i: Js- 

l- calculated with 
beam energy spread 
of + 2.8 Mev 

2- experimental, with 
a beam spread of 
t 1.7 Mev 

4 
3 - experimental, with a beam spread of _ 

Figure 3: 

Photograph of the 
high-frequency 
generators 

2.8 Mev 

Pac. 3. BaemaaR BRJI dnoxa BbICOHOYBCfOTBblX reaopompoa. . 



Figure 4: 

The GI-24A generator 

1 - GIL-248 tube 
2 - water-cooling for the tube 

3 - anode bl ocking capacitance 

4 - insulator 

5 - anode line 
6 - plunger 
r- i - lead-in 
8 - output coupling stub 

9 - input coupling stub 
10 - cathode capacitive stub 
11 - air-cooling tube 

F i g u T e 5 : 

The preamplifier 

_3_- -.- 

li, _- 

6 

-I-- 

I- 
Pac. 4. reuepamp Jm l-Pi-HA. 

Pac. 5. Snerrpmecxan cxeh4a npeaut3pmenbuoro yc~nn~enn. 
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Pac. 6. ~pWlanXzlnbA~S CXOMB OKOAF‘ShlX KaCKaAOB BMAYJ-CB0-J 
h4ouynmopa. 

Figure 6: Basic circuit of ,the i'irml stages of the 
pulse modulator 

Key: 1 - To anode GU-80 7 - 'Rectifier 0 - 12 kv 

2 - To rectifier + 3kv a - output 
3 - Tr.1, etc. 9 - L1 GI-185 

4 - Bias rectifier (-200 vj 10 - ~2 ~1-185 

5 - Rectifier + 6 kv 11 - G3 GI-185 

6 - Bizs rectifier (- 600 v> 12 - L4 GI-id5 

Figure 7: 

Photograph of the 
pUlse modulator 

Put. 7. Bseruuai~ BHLI mmynacnoro MonynnTopa. 



Figure8: 

Control desk 

Pac. 8. i-,yilbT ynpsnnomn. 

Figure 9: 

Experimental proton- 
capture factor as a 
function of the acceler- 
ating proton synchrotron 
frequency flCt) at the 
instt;nt of capture (beam 
energy 10 GeV, energy 
spread 2 1.7 Mev) 

Pet. 8. Bxcnepahierrronbaea zmmcm.tocTb xoe$+mBema 
nepea*xBrYrn IIpotoaoB a pemiK. xperaoro ,a@- 
peaan 0 0-T yclcopa?Xwn ‘UXT~bI cmxpo~am- 

rpoae B MOMOCT neposaxBsr* 
AE =+1,7 Men). 
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